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Description 

This tool is useful for debugging running (or newly created) native processes inside iPhone. 

The development of this debugger is based on a previous Windows debugging tool (nicodbg, unreleased) and iPhone's 
debug API is inspired on the Patrick Walton's (with hdm's updates) weasel debugger. 

It was developed on C++ and runs in native code inside iPhone. It has a console interface, similar to that of ntsd.exe, 
a debugger included in all Windows versions. 

The design divides the tool into two parts, the interface and the C++ class for debugging, this enables the possibility of 
making another debugging tools with different interfaces. This design is simple and the debugger could be easily ported 
to another platforms. 

Setup 

Copy the executable iphonedbg to your preferred folder inside iPhone using OpenSSH Secure Copy (scp or WinSCP) or 
be any means possible. 

Its usage is very simple, you've only need to be familiarized with console applications. 

The working command and arguments follow: 

iphonedbg [-e executable [arguments...]|-p pid executable] 

The debugger can attach to a running process or start the process from scratch. 

Real Life Example 

 We run Safari web browser in the iPhone and we list all the active processes from a console conected 
through ssh. 



 We write  the command to attach thhe debugger to the Safari  process. 
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There are two possibilites: 

 Downloading the known toolchain contained on a VMWare Linux image, iPhoneToolChainV2: 
o Copy iphonedbg-v?.?.zip to the VMWare Linux image and decompress it. 
o Run the following commands to compile the debugger: 

          iPhoneToolchainV2:~/iphonedbg-v1.1# arm-apple-darwin-gcc -c disasm.c 
          iPhoneToolchainV2:~/iphonedbg-v1.1# arm-apple-darwin-g++ -L/usr/local/lib -o 
iphonedbg iphonedbg.cpp disasm.o 

 Download the iPhone SDK for Mac OS X from Apple or from iPhoneFix.de (not tested yet). 

iPhone Crashes 

When an application crashes inside iPhone a .plist file is generated on 
directory /private/var/logs/CrashReporter. This is basically an XML file with the state of the register, thread 
and the exception type generated. If it is a kernel crash is written 
at/private/var/logs/CrashReporter/Panics. 

 


